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The Architect and the 
Emperor of Assyria	

 (dedicated to the Syrian president and all the presidents)	

TSHOCK CULTURA EMOCIONAL	
PRODUCCIONS	

FERNANDO ARRABAL. COMEDY PANiC.	

Opening:  15 Octuber  2015 	

 Teatre Principal de Palma.	

!
      Short Vídeo : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Is5sqBvvKIc 

Full Video Català: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GwDkVZTZC8
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About the author: 

"Fernando Arrabal is the author of a brilliant,brutal, surprising and 
joyously provocative theater. A dramaturgical potlatch where the 
rubish of our advanced societies is reduced to ashes in the festive 
track of a permanent revolution. Heir to Kafka's lucidity and to 
Jarry's humor; his violence resembles Sade or Artaud. But it is 
probably the only one to have taken so far ridicule. Joyfully playful, 
rebellious and bohemian, his work is the syndrome of our time of 
barbed wire: a way to stay alert. " Littératures Dictionnaire de 
langue française des Editions Bordas.

National Award twice, Nadal Prize and National Prize in France, 
among others. He founded in 1963 the group Panic together with 
Alejandro Jodorowsky and Roland Topor. It is "transcendent sartal 
(Pataphysique)" at the College of Pataphysique since 1990. A 
friend of Andy Warhol and Tristan Tzara, he spent three years in the 
Surrealist group of André Breton, so Mel Gussow considered him 
the only survivor of the "three avatars of modernity. “
!
Synopsis for The Architect and the Emperor of Assyria Tshock: !
The Architect is a wild man whom nature obeys and lives alone on a 
desert island. But a big accident, blowing up the nuclear alarm, 
leaves a new companion, a man among all ordinary mortals, who 
pretends to be the Emperor of Assyria and wants to educate him in 
order to have a subject. But the alleged class becomes a crazy 
game and gradually the theatrical game turns into a therapeutic 
plateau, where the  injured man discovers the intoxication of power 
on himself and needs to transform rusty or wrong values about the 
understanding of the world, family and sexuality that will tape him to 
confess … !
Playbill: 
!
There are few texts and authors called `panic theater in the world. 
And even less stagings as comedy panic.

Perhaps one will never forget this Architect and the Emperor of 
Assyria, where the strike between the neurosis of power and 
matter, will lead you by the hand through the ridiculous human 
creation and their familiar, religious and sexual transgressions.  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Perhaps ir will simply make us laugh at ourselves and, happily, we 
will open our eyes to a wider horizon.It will always, with some 
effort, try to remain as entered. Not even a second is as the 
previous one

The great crash of the universe is nothing less than life itself. Let's 
celebrate it...

Jeroni Guillem Obrador

Thanks to the contributions to the creative process of mounting to 
D. Fernando Arrabal, Enric Aces, Xevi Casals, as well as Can 
Timoner-Assoc. Cultural Anagnorisis and its partners.
!
Art Card: 
!
Cast: Joan Manel Vadell and Guiem Juaneda.

Scenic and creative direction: Jerónimo Guillem Obrador.

Lighting and sound: Joan Vidal.

Set Design: Catalina Obrador, Tomeu Estelrich. Can Fabrics

Timoner: Bobenrieth Beatriz, Ana Cortés i Raul Alaejos.

Music: Guiem Juaneda supervised Sergi Thomas.

Props: Guillem Vicens, Tomeu Vidal, Llorenc Garrit, Maribel

Moreno, Dos Monos, Catalina Vidal, Miquel Ferrer, Enric Irueste,

Tomeu Estelrich and Catalina Obrador.

Costumes: Maria Miró, Catalina Obrador.

Translation of the work: Catalina Font, Jerónimo Guillem Obrador.

Signage: Toni Bauza Mariana Sarraute, Joan Vidal.

Own independent production Tshock Cultura Emocional 
(Balearic Islands). 
!!
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About the Director: 
!
Jerónimo Obrador is the author of The war of images, regarded 
internationally as the tragicomedy of the outraged in the world. 
Theater therapy specialist, highlighted in his production is the 
intention to transform the viewer, to play with social and personal 
symbolism so that one can realize what are his values and how he 
uses them. His directions of "Parasceve" of Blai Bonet, and Narco 
(own text) are remarkable as Well as his assistantships, both drama 
and director, to Pepa Gamboa and "The House of Bernarda Alba" 
working  with illiterate gypsy women frontera El Vacie(Seville), TNT 
-Seville. As well as helping Cristobal Jodorowsky in his 
psychomagic theater, both in Buenos Aires and in Seville. 
www.jeroniguiem.com
!
About the Studio: 
!
Tshock Cultura Emocional is a young producer from Mallorca. It 
was born five years ago with the aim to investigate and implement 
educational and therapeutic technique and theatrical staging 
technique. It is for this reason that investigates different theater 
genres and disciplines. Among other festivals, it's remarkable the V 
CENIT, being finalist, FITO 2014, International Theatre Franckfurt 
(Book Fair), Festival El Ejido, Fira de Manacor…

More info about their theatre and dancing plays at facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/tshockemocional/?fref=ts
!
Review: 
"It captures the relationship between the characters, the fact that 
nothing is as it seems at first glance, the unhealthy dependency, 
the symbiosis, the game of deformed mirrors that occurs ... the 
vehemence as everything is manifested  and how the two actors 
Joan Manuel Vadell and Guiem Juaneda make it shine bright in 
grace. Even more than capturing the essence of theater panic,-
belonging the original text to this movement- than expressing fear, 
than handling humor, intelligence and confusion, Jerónimo Obrador 
spot on the casting. Vadell transformations are impressive and the 
energy of Juaneda convinces coordination and chemistry exhibited 
on stage. "Rafa Gallego, Fancultura. 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"The Architect and the Emperor of Assyria has his best assets, in 
my opinion, in two unique and great performers: Joan Manel Vadell 
and Guiem Juaneda" Xisco Rotger. Diario de Mallorca.

Tangle suburbs, Javier Matesanz Ultima hora ( below the critic by 
the foto.)

L'arquitecte i l'Emperor d'Assiria can not be defined. It should not 
be defined, or it would not be panic theater. The movement that 
Arrabal himself founded and that it precisely renounces to all rules 
and ties, it surrenders to " random, ambiguity, the crazy talent and 
the rejection of seriousness (author dixit). So let's put aside 
prejudices and preconceptions, let's put conventionalism on 
standby and using the most soft and free of our predispositions 
let's face this thug but lucid delirium, eccentric but critical, 
irreverent and very funny. Hilarious and disconcerting but not at all 
absurd, because he portrays madness from sanity in a more 
accurate way than many others have from the narrative orthodoxy. 
A difficult challenge for Jerónimo Obrador, who has been immersed 
in this arrabalesca unapologetic tangle, sort of combination of 
Robinson Crusoe Slaves Island and even that from Dr. Moreau 
mixed by the undefinable creative blender of the playwright. And 
adding AC / DC soundtrack, a carnival props and costumes, and 
with the priceless complicity of two tremendous actors - while 
having a great time but always keeping a superb level of demand - 
has made a strident and dramatic, unpredictable but controlled, 
satirical but even gentle collage but without any concessions to 
sentimentality or to funny humor, to manichaeism or demagogic 
denunciation. A complete Delirium that doesn't hesitate in geting 
involved into the stormy land of political power, social injustice, 
family conflicts and, of course, the ecclesiastical perversions and 
divine folly. Everything fits and nothing is censored, and though it 
may seem freely provocative, the truth is that it will inspire more 
serious reflection than what its crazy appearance seems to  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pretend.
Matesanz, 
Ultima Hora:
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!
During the stay of Fernando Arrabal for rehearsals in Mallorca: 
!
Fernando Arrabal attended the rehearsals and gave a lecture at the 
Independent Festival Timoner Can Island, his statements to the 
media were:
!
"I think it's great work Obrador, among the best ever made." 
Fernando Arrabal, Culture, World.

"I have seen many directions, some very good, some very bad, 
some half accomplished. I find the direction as it has been 
conceived here, extraordinary." Fernando Arrabal, Ib · 3 
Telenoticias, 10/14/2015.
!



Actors, Director and Author. 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He made some contributions to the props in collaboration with the 
stage designer Catalina Obrador. The photo was taken two days 
before the premier at the Teatro Principal de Palma.
!
Full Video Cat .: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7GwDkVZTZC8

Cache show: 2500 euros. (without taxes)

Out of Mallorca: Plus diets and transport costs.

Contact: info@tshock.org

Jerome Obrador: 647164507

Some contributions to the atrezzo with the help of the 
scenographer Catalina Obrador. . 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